TASTE THE DIFFERENCE!
At Hodo Soy, our mission is to craft the highest
quality tofu and create innovative and delicious tofu‐
based artisan foods that will forever change the way
you know tofu. Our hand‐crafted tofu is made from
organic, non‐GMO, US‐grown, whole soybeans.
Hodo tofu reflects, in both taste and nutrition, the
high quality ingredients we use.
All of Hodo Soy products are CCOF‐certified organic,
non‐GMO, gluten‐free, kosher, and plant‐based.
With clean ingredient lists, and a promise of healthy
convenience, Hodo Soy’s delicious tofu and ready‐to‐
eat line can be found in grocery stores nationwide.

“Compared to processed tofu, the artisanal kind [Hodo] has an entirely different flavor.”
“The tofu brand to buy is Hodo Soy.”

– Food & Wine Magazine
– The New York Times

FIRM TOFU
We make our artisanal tofu the traditional way, using a rich and creamy, higher protein soymilk.
As a result, our tofu has more complexity and depth of flavor with a freshness you can taste. Its
buttery smooth texture, with the perfect tactile give, works well with different cooking methods
and cuisines ‐‐ you can slice, cube or crumble Hodo Firm Tofu into salads, stir‐frys, and stews, or
marinate for the grill. When deep fried, it takes on a “meaty” texture.
Unit MSRP: $4.19 ∙ Unit Wt. 12oz ∙ Shelf life: 60 days
Retail Case: 6X12oz ∙ UPC 850565007002 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002213

BRAISED TOFU
To make our tasty Braised Tofu, we poach Hodo Firm Tofu in a light Chinese Five‐Spice blend and
caramel sauce that infuses our tofu with a lovely fragrance and deep, rich flavor. Braised Tofu
has a smooth texture, and gives a slightly springy mouth‐feel. Savory, briny, and contrasted with
a smoky sweetness, Hodo Braised Tofu can be sliced and added as a sandwich filling, or cut into
thin juliennes as a protein addition to a salad or stir‐fry.
Unit MSRP: $4.19 ∙ Unit Wt. 8oz ∙ Shelf life: 60 days
Retail Case: 6X8oz ∙ UPC 850565007019 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002220

FRESH YUBA
Also called bean curd sheet, this delicacy is the thin veil that forms on the surface as the cream
rises in heated soymilk. We hand harvest the crepe‐like yuba, one sheet at a time. Creamy, nutty
and subtly complex tasting with a firm bite, Hodo Yuba is protein‐rich and has zero cholesterol.
Hodo Yuba is perfect cut into ribbons and prepared as a gluten‐free pasta, or added into stews,
soups and sautés. Yuba makes for a great spring roll wrapper.
Unit MSRP: $6.99 ∙ Unit Wt. 5oz ∙ Shelf life: 45 days
Retail Case: 6X5oz ∙ UPC 850565007026 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002237

www.hodosoy.com

Delicious, Ready‐To‐Eat Tofu & Yuba Meals
 Organic & Non‐GMO

 Ready‐to‐Eat

 Gluten–Free

 Vegan

 Delicious

THAI CURRY TOFU NUGGETS
Hodo Thai Curry Tofu Nuggets are flavorful morsels of braised tofu puffs. We hand cut Hodo Firm
Tofu into cubes, fry then braise them in an aromatic curry of lemongrass and warm, exotic spices.
Bold tasting with subtle hints of spices, citrus and a little heat, the Nuggets give a wonderful flavor
explosion in your mouth. Eat them cold or hot. Fabulous in a sandwich with sliced apples.
Unit MSRP: $5.49 | Retail Unit 8oz ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002695 ∙ 60 days
Retail Case: 6x8oz ∙ UPC 853404002992

FIVE SPICE TOFU NUGGETS
Hodo Five Spice Tofu Nuggets are flavorful morsels of braised tofu puffs. We hand cut Hodo Firm
Tofu into cubes, fry, and then braise them in a tamari‐based organic apple cider with an Asian five‐
spice blend, making each bite burst with exciting flavors. Chewy and savory, with a hint of smoky
sweetness, they are tasty cold or hot. Kid‐friendly. Try them grilled, or enjoy as a healthy snack.
Unit MSRP: $5.49 | Retail Unit 8oz ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002688 ∙ 60 days
Retail Case: 6x8oz ∙ UPC 853404002893

SICHUAN MAPO TOFU
Hailed as one of the most popular Chinese dishes ever, Mapo tofu is found on menus in Chinese
restaurants around the world. Hodo Sichuan Mapo Tofu is a ready‐to‐eat spicy tofu entrée that is a
stir fry of our signature firm tofu, miso, shiitake mushrooms and a fiery mix of chilies and Sichuan
peppercorns – with its heady, floral fragrance and tongue‐tingling bite. A convenient yet delicious
entrée.
Unit MSRP: $5.49 ∙ Unit Wt. 10oz ∙ Shelf life: 60 days
Retail Case: 6x10oz ∙ UPC 853404002961 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002947

TOFU VEGGIE BURGERS
Hodo Tofu Burgers are flavorful, juicy and ‘meaty’ tofu patties studded with a mirepoix of carrots,
onions and cabbage. Unlike most other veggie burgers, ours is free of soy protein isolates and
fillers‐ we simply use our whole bean, organic, non‐GMO tofu as a base. Wholesome, and
awesome, these fully‐cooked hearty vegan burgers will tempt even the most serious of carnivores.
Unit MSRP: $5.49 ∙ Unit Wt. 8oz ∙ Shelf life: 60 days
Retail Case: 6X8oz ∙ UPC 853404002664 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002268

SESAME YUBA NOODLES
Hodo Sesame Yuba Noodles is a delectable dish of hand‐cut seared tofu skins dressed with a creamy
and luscious tahini dressing. Reminiscent of the toothsome texture of fresh pasta, our savory Sesame
Yuba is delightfully rich, with fruity and nutty undertones. Excellent source of protein. Enjoy it hot
or cold. Straight or as a side dish. Toss with some dark greens to make a nutritious, entrée salad.
Unit MSRP: $6.99 ∙ Unit Wt. 8oz ∙ Shelf life: 60 days
Retail Case: 6x8oz ∙ UPC 853404002985 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002718

SPICY YUBA NOODLES
Hodo Spicy Yuba Noodles is a tantalizing meal of hand‐cut seared tofu skins glazed with our house‐
made spicy teriyaki sauce. Hot, sour, sweet and salty, our Spicy Yuba Noodles packs a kick, with
lots of umami. Versatile as an entrée or a snack, it makes for a quick, delicious and satisfying meal.
Try it cold or hot! Enjoy it on a salad, as the star in a wrap, burrito or stir‐fry.
Unit MSRP: $6.99 ∙ Unit Wt. 8oz ∙ Shelf life: 60 days
Retail Case: 6x8oz ∙ UPC 853404002978 ∙ Unit UPC: 853404002701

FOR SALES INQUIRIES & PRODUCT DETAILS:
email ∙ sales@hodosoy.com
phone ∙ 510‐464‐2977 ext 2001
mail ∙ 2923 Adeline Street, Oakland CA 94608
www.hodosoy.com
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